APTLI
Arabic, Persian, and Turkish Language Institute at the University of Wisconsin-Madison

SUMMER 2020

69 STUDENTS
APTLI summer 2020 enrollment increased by 42% from the previous year

43 HOME UNIVERSITIES
APTLI 2020 served students from many Universities, studying in various parts of the world!

28 MAJORS
APTLI is for any student wanting to expand their language knowledge! Most APTLI 2020 participants are pursuing degrees in International Affairs.

TURFLI STUDENTS 12
The Turkish Flagship Language Initiative's pilot year took off this summer! TURFLI students are scheduled to study abroad in Baku, Azerbaijan in Spring 2021!

Many thanks to all of our supporters and participants
Interested in joining us in Summer 2021?
Visit us at: https://aptli.wisc.edu/
Email us at: aptli@iris.wisc.edu